AUTOMATED AND ZERO EMISSION VEHICLES
HOW THEY MIGHT RESHAPE OUR STREETS

BACKGROUND:
This study is a collaboration between Urban Circus (Visualisation) and
Ethos Urban (Urban Design)
Ideas were workshopped with Infrastructure Victoria
Choreographed in rough sketch form
Given life with expert modelling and editing

CHECK OUT:
www.infrastructurevictoria.com.au/AVadvice has an interactive
map with a “before and after concepts” viewer using a slider to
change between scenarios

EV impacts won’t be too visible, but AVs will potentially change our
streets in four main ways:
1. Freeing up road space

2. Parking becomes drop-off
/ pick-up

3. Less need for signage /
signals

4. Less segregation of
pedestrians / cyclists

The locational context determines how changes might play out, so we
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studied 6 typical sites:
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Infrastructure Victoria’s studies are open about uptake scenarios, so we
chose the two most telling:
SLOW LANE : Slow uptake of AVs with mix of shared AVs and private
human-driven vehicles
FLEET STREET : Total AV uptake with all vehicles shared (not owned) and
remotely connected

SLOW LANE

50%

FLEET STREET

50%

100%

CHAPEL STREET | SOUTH YARRA (TODAY) 2018

THE POSSIBLE FUTURE

Chapel Street has grown in popularity as
a retail destination serving an
ever-growing population

No on-street parking in this busy area

New development provides offices and
apartments at upper levels behind shops.

Vehicles and bicycles still enter for local
access and drop-off, with fast movement
routes provided on nearby corridors

Priority is given to trams and pedestrians

Note: For the purpose of clarity, automated vehicles are shown in white

CHAPEL STREET | SOUTH YARRA SLOW LANE

Human driver lanes also
serve for drop-off of
passengers and goods.

A mix of AVs and Human Drivers;
ZEVs and non- ZEVs

Traffic lights, traffic
signs and overhead
lighting remain
Footpaths are marginally
wider but kerbs remain

Many bicycle commuters
have abandoned the
once-popular corridor
since the bike lanes were
removed

AVs communicate with
trams so they can use
both lanes, whereas
human drivers must keep
to the outside lane

CHAPEL STREET | SOUTH YARRA FLEET STREET

100% Shared AVs and ZEVs

Visual clutter is reduced
with no need for traffic
lights, traffic signs or
overhead lighting

There are occasional
bays for AVs to drop-off
passengers or goods

As AVs communicate with
trams, they can share the
central lanes
Kerbs are not needed so
pedestrians can move
around more freely

This leaves space for
extra wide footpaths for
outdoor activity and more
trees

WATERGARDENS | TAYLORS LAKES (TODAY) 2018

THE POSSIBLE FUTURE

Population and land values have boomed
so development now occupies open lots
and at-grade parking areas

Home delivery is now the norm for most
goods, but people continue to flock to
shopping centres for social purposes

Logistics is big business and goods
warehousing abounds with dedicated
freight hubs

Note: For the purpose of clarity, automated vehicles are shown in white

WATERGARDENS | TAYLORS LAKES SLOW LANE
Shopping centre parking
is multi-storey with infill
offices and apartments
on other sites

The AV space efficiencies
are not fully realised, and
so there is not much road
space reduction

Rapid public transit
enjoys dedicated lanes,
but these are interrupted
by intersections

Traffic lights, traffic signs
and overhead lighting
remain

Tree planting is limited
by space, sightlines and
buffer distances

A Mix of AVs and Human Drivers;
ZEVs and non-ZEVs

WATERGARDENS | TAYLORS LAKES FLEET STREET
As they are no longer
needed, the shopping
centre car parks are
now offices, apartments
and a large public park

Unused road space
is planted as a linear
park/urban forest, with
trees now close to the
road as buffer space
and sightlines are less
critical

AV spacing efficiencies
allow a significant
reduction in lanes

Rapid public transit
has dedicated priority
lanes uninterrupted by
intersections

Visual clutter is reduced
with no need for traffic
lights, traffic signs or
overhead lighting

100% Shared AVs and ZEVs

STURT STREET | BALLARAT (TODAY) 2018
THE POSSIBLE FUTURE

Regional cities are flourishing as they are
more accessible than ever

Some parking has been retained as many
regional residents and tourists travel
long distances, and need to charge their
vehicles

New development provides offices and
apartments

Note: For the purpose of clarity, automated vehicles are shown in white

STURT STREET | BALLARAT SLOW LANE

The petrol station
remains but now includes
electric vehicle charging

A Mic of AVs and Human Drivers;
ZEVs and non-ZEVs

Both sides of the
boulevard remain open to
accommodate increased
traffic and parking

One lane is closed so
footpaths are wider, but
kerbs remain

Traffic lights, traffic
signs and overhead
lighting remain

STURT STREET | BALLARAT FLEET STREET

Efficient use of road space
allows one side of the
boulevard to be closed to
traffic and converted to a
linear park incorporating
the median

The petrol station is now a
new
mixed-use building

A bike lane through the
linear park is introduced
as active transport is a
popular option

Visual clutter is reduced
with no need for traffic
lights, traffic signs or
overhead lighting

Intersection width is
reduced with no specific
turning lanes and trees
close by

100% Shared AVs and ZEVs

Two-way driving lanes,
plus drop-off areas, limited
parking for out-of-town
visitors (with charge points)
and a widened footpath

Kerbs are not needed so
pedestrians can move
around more freely

SIMPSON STREET | YARRAVILLE (TODAY) 2018
THE POSSIBLE FUTURE

New townhouse and apartment
developments accommodate the
booming population

Home delivery is now the norm for all
goods

Tree-planting is promoted to reduce
urban heat island effects

Note: For the purpose of clarity, automated vehicles are shown in white

SIMPSON STREET | YARRAVILLE SLOW LANE
A Mix of AVs and Human Drivers;
ZEVs and non-ZEVs

Traffic signs and
overhead lighting remain

Even so, some road
space has been repurposed for gardens
and trees to serve
increased demand for
green space

On-street parking
continues to be a major
issue and off-street
garages and driveways
are still needed

A dedicated cycle lane
is needed for safety and
kerbs remain

SIMPSON STREET | YARRAVILLE FLEET STREET
100% Shared AVs and ZEVs

Visual clutter is reduced
with no need for traffic
signs or overhead lighting

As no-one needs parking,
garages and driveways
are turned into tenancies
and gardens

Substantial road space is
now used for community
gardens, grass and tree
planting

Paving is continuous with
no kerbs, so pedestrians
move freely, children play
in the street and cyclists
don’t need a separate lane

Local parking is not
needed and delivery and
drop-off AVs move at
slower and safer speeds

RINGWOOD STATION (TODAY) 2018
THE POSSIBLE FUTURE

The station has become a busy public
transport hub with trains, large buses,
shuttles and AVs

The number of station and shopping
centre drop-off and pick-ups has
increased since the introduction of AVs,
requiring separate pick-up/drop-off
areas

No on-street parking in this busy area

Note: For the purpose of clarity, automated vehicles are shown in white

Bicycles have grown in popularity with
the provision of protected lanes

RINGWOOD STATION SLOW LANE

Traffic lights, traffic
signs and overhead
lighting remain

Public transport big
and small continues
to mingle with other
vehicles on the station
side

The median is
unchanged, so has no
trees and kerbs remain

The shopping centre
side has a heavily-used
drop-off/pick-up lane

A Mix of AVs and Human Drivers;
ZEVs and non-ZEVs

Both sides of the
boulevard remain open
to accommodate mixed
traffic and drop-off/
pick-up

RINGWOOD STATION FLEET STREET

Efficient use of road
space allows the train
station side of the
boulevard to be used as
a public transport hub
for all modes, big and
small

The median is widened
with more trees now
that buffer space and
sightlines are less
critical

Kerbs are not needed
so pedestrians can
move around more
freely

100% Shared AVs and ZEVs

Visual clutter is
reduced with no need
for traffic lights, traffic
signs or overhead
lighting

The other side becomes
two-way for AV
through traffic and a
heavily-used drop-off/
pick-up lane, but the
efficiency of AVs means
congestion is rarely an
issue

MONASH FREEWAY (TODAY) 2018
THE POSSIBLE FUTURE

Freeway traffic has increased
significantly, bolstered by the increase in
population and freight vehicles

Note: For the purpose of clarity, automated vehicles are shown in white

MONASH FREEWAY SLOW LANE

Tree planting is limited by
space, sightlines and buffer
distances

The mix of AV and non-AVs
mean the full benefits of AVs
are not realised, and so all
the road space is required

A Mix of AVs and Human Drivers;
ZEVs and non-ZEVs

Dedicated lanes for AVs
provide some efficiencies,
but interactions entering
and leaving the lanes with
conventional vehicles cause
delays.

A central barrier remains
necessary

Gantries, traffic lights
(including on-ramps) and
traffic signs remain

MONASH FREEWAY FLEET STREET

On-ramp queues are a problem
of the past and separate lanes
for freight or public transport
are unnecessary

AV space efficiencies allow a
reduction in traffic lanes

100% Shared AVs & ZEVs

Visual clutter is reduced as
there is no need for gantries,
traffic signals and traffic signs

A central barrier is
unnecessary as all vehicles are
connected. Counter-flow lanes
are easily introduced to match
peaks

Unused road space is planted
as a linear park/urban forest
with a cycle trail. Trees are
planted close to the road as
buffer space and sightlines are
not critical

THANK YOU

